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FOR YOUR INFO…..
•
•
•

Regular Breakfast Runs are held on the last Sunday of each month
Meeting places – KNYSNA – The Quays at the Waterfront at the end of Grey Street
SEDGEFIELD – Engen 1 Stop

Do not text and drive….

Your committee has considered how to deal with the Covid regulations when
planning events, especially combined Club events that attracts large
numbers. It was decided to keep the combined club month end breakfast
forms but, as in other events organised by the GRMC, numbers will have to
be limited to comply with regulations. Whilst a 2021 calendar has been
prepared, we will await further developments before publishing the calendar.

Calendar Remainder 2020
October
9-10 Fri
18 Sun
25 Sun

Spring Mini Tour (now closed)
Braai at Glentana
Breakfast Run

GRMC
MG - All
MG - All

November
1 Sun
29 Sun

Century Charity Run
Breakfast Run – tba

GRMC – All
MG – All

December
6 Sun
11 Fri

GRMX Xmas lunch – Pezula Resort Hotel
Gasoline Alley Street Party

GRMC only
MG/GRMC

Chairman’s Chirp – September 2020
I am sure that we are all very ready for 2021 to arrive, because that means that 2020 will be behind
us - certainly not a great year to remember. During September we were informed that the
government was relaxing restrictions and that the country was moving to Level 1 restrictions. This
certainly is good news for us GRMC members, as we are now able to kick-start our events calendar
again. However as most of our members are vulnerable to the pandemic we have to be cautious to
what type of event will be organised. Nevertheless we will ensure that we comply with the
Government Restrictions that are currently in force. Included in the Torque you will find the
updated events calendar for the remainder of the year. More details of the events will follow in the
coming months.
You will have noticed that since the lockdown started we have been publishing GRMC member
motoring profiles. We hope that you have found them interesting and that it gave you an insight to
their respective motoring history. I know that there are many more interesting stories that our
members have and would very much like to encourage you to put pen to paper please. Please let

Dennis Cook have your motoring story that we can publish in the coming months. Dennis’s E-mail
contact is gardenroutemc@gmail.com . It has been my turn to provide you with my motoring story
and you will find it included in this month’s Torque.
- The link below covers the history of the Kyalami 9 hour and what is involved in taking part in
endurance racing
https://youtu.be/stFU3j5dEEE

- The following link focuses on the famous Brooklands Racetrack (in the UK) developed in 1938 and
what is left of the race track
https://youtu.be/YHHbQ-s_0pM

Peeping through the window at the motoring life of Peter Pretorius.
I was born in 1944 in the small town of Albertinia where I lived up to the age of 5, before we moved
to the Strand. Where my interest in cars came from, I cannot answer, as my father had no interest in
cars. A friend and I developed an interest in the early 50’s and regularly used to hitchhike to the old
Killarney track , located in Cape Town, to watch some spectacular racing made up of saloon cars,
sports cars and single seater cars. This was the start of my interest in cars and motor racing. More
specifically my interest developed into classic sports cars, super cars and racing cars and not so much
into vintage and veteran cars. My career path, as you will see below, developed and remained in the
automotive and car world.
Fast forward to 1961. After matriculating I went to Port Elizabeth to find a job and stayed in the
YMCA. Here I made some good friends, all with an interest in cars and we regularly attended events
at the St Albans racetrack (an old airport ) . I soon realised that I need to be mobile and as many of
my friends had mopeds, I purchased a second-hand 50cc Garelli, which became my daily transport
for a couple of years. It did not take long before modifications started and it became 70cc and was
regularly raced.

I then graduated to a couple of Triumph motorcycles, but the bug was there to own a sports car.
Many of my YMCA friends now owned Austin Healey’s, Triumph’s, GSM Dart’s and Mini’s. With no
money, I took the plunge and bought a second hand Austin Healey Sprite (Frog Eye).These were fun
years and we always wanted to improve the performance of our cars. The Sprite was no exception
and with various engine upgrades lots of fun was had. By now we were regular travellers to the race
tracks around SA. The annual drive to the 9-hour event held at Kyalami was a highlight every year.

With the Renault R8 Gordini’s making their mark on the racetrack I aspired to own one. My next
purchase thus was a new Renault R8 Alconi. The Alconi was a local performance development which
had the backing of Renault. Further modifications, including lowered suspension followed. The
performance from the 1100cc engine was amazing and became known as a giant killer!!. We set-up
a quarter mile run on an unused section of road and this was our Sunday morning event where we
competed against Cortina GT’s, Mini Coopers and anybody who wanted to join in the fun ( today
such an uncontrolled event will not be possible !!).

By now I had been working for Shell for a couple of years and was moved to East London. I had now
lost my close group of car buddies and had to make some new friends with common interests.
Unfortunately this was not so easy and my interest shifted towards surfing which took up most of
my weekends. With the East London Grand Prix track being very popular and Shell being a
sponsor/supplier of racing fuel, I was put in charge of handling this aspect. This gave me the
opportunity to get close to the racing cars and meet the racing fraternity. By now I was doing quite a
bit of travelling for Shell throughout the Eastern Cape and Border the miles built-up quickly on the
Renault Alconi and I decided to trade it in for a 1966 Volvo
B18.
What a great car this was and I became a great fan of
Volvo and still am today. Romance was now on the cards
and in 1970 I got married to Barrie, my late wife. A
lifestyle change was now imminent and my car activities
and the freedom of surfing both took a knock.

In 1971 I left Shell and joined Volkswagen in Uitenhage, where I worked for the next 12 years. With
priorities changing I sold the Volvo to buy a plot of ground and our first house was built. My
aspirations of owning other classic and sports cars came to an abrupt stop. At VW I was fortunate to
immediately qualify for a subsidised lease car and eventually a company car. During my stay at VW I
qualified for a new car every 6 months so went through driving many, many Beetles and VW 411
models. Regrettably there were no performance
cars to enjoy. With a wife and two daughters,
family life took priority and my car passion had to
be placed on the back burner.
My career continued in the automotive world and
in 1980 I joined General Motors in Port Elizabeth.
Here again I was fortunate to qualify for a
company car, which was regularly replaced . The
range I drove was vast and included models such
as Chevrolet 2.5, 3.8 , Commodore, Ranger, Constantia , Various Opel models, Suzuki and Isuzu . One
of my responsibilities during my stay at General Motors included the responsibility for the Opel
Motor Sport team. In the 1980’s great success was achieved with the Opel Kadett GSI / Super Boss
racing in the Group N series and later in the highly competitive Touring Car races. This was a period
where I attended many race meetings to see the Kadett’s competing against the might of BMW, VW
Golf and Audi. Much success and satisfaction was achieved with Michael Briggs as the lead driver.
Being involved with the planning for new models to be introduced into the SA market by GM, I
travelled extensively to Opel in Germany, GM in Detroit, Isuzu and Suzuki in Japan. Along with this I
attended numerous new model motor shows throughout Europe, Japan and the USA. This gave me
an opportunity to see all the latest and future concept car developments. On two occasions I also
completed two lengthy projects overseas for GM Detroit. I spent three months in Tehran in Iran and
two months in Valencia in Venezuela where GM purchased a Ford plant and new parts systems had
to be developed. These were interesting years and I was lucky to experience the worldwide trends in
the automotive industry.
In 1986 GM disinvested from South Africa and the Delta Motor Corporation was formed. I became
totally involved in the restructuring of the Sales and Marketing arm of Delta. On completion of this I
needed a new challenge and in 1987, with partners, bought a Delta dealership (Key Delta) in Port
Elizabeth. As the dealer principal it gave me the opportunity to direct all the retail activities -- new
and used vehicle sales, Parts distribution, workshop and administration. This was a challenging
period in my career, taking a worst performing dealership to being awarded the number one Delta
dealer award within a 4 year period. Cars continued to be part of my life and having now seen the
automotive industry from a manufacturing, wholesale and retail viewpoint it was time to move.
Family life was more and more influencing my decisions, particularly as my daughters were growing
up fast.
In 1991 I sold my shares in Key Delta to my partners and joined Shatterprufe, a subsidiary of the PG
Group. As director of Sales and marketing I was responsible for the supply of Windscreens and side /
rear glasses to the local car manufacturing plants, the local replacement market and the export of
the glass replacement market overseas -- mainly USA and Europe. I was now able to see the
automotive industry from a parts supplier view point. While Shatterprufe is a dominant supplier in

the SA market, the threat of cheaper imports from overseas car manufacturing parents and
replacement glass from China and local replacement glass manufactures continued to be a threat.
Through these factors profit margins were continually under threat and a challenge to retain market
share. The export glass replacement market was a great challenge and as a low volume manufacture
we had a clear niche in the supply of an extensive range of glass. To develop this export opportunity
it required extensive travel to overseas markets. This again brought me into contact with all the
overseas car models and where we were able to manufacture replacement glass to coincide, in
many instances, with the launch of new car models. Great success was achieved in substantially
growing the replacement glass market overseas.
Having seen the automotive industry and cars from all the perspective angles, I decided to retire in
2005 at the age of 60. With my daughters out of the house my wife and I decided to retire to
Plettenberg Bay. Regrettably and with great sadness my wife passed away suddenly in 2009 after 40
years of marriage. This left a great vacuum in my life and led me back to my passion for classic sports
cars. I joined the Garden Route Motor Club in 2010, became a committee member and then the
chairman in 2012, a position I still currently hold. The journey with GRMC has given me much
satisfaction. The Knysna motor show which started as a local event gained momentum and
developed into a national event, being recognised as one of the best motor shows in SA.

In 2010 I purchased a Hayden Dart (SA manufactured with a glass fibre body) which required a
considerable amount of restoration work. The Hayden Dart was the second generation of the very
successful Dart manufactured in the 1950’s. This kept me busy and like in my earlier years more
performance was required from the 1600 Ford Kent Engine. The engine was rebuilt and included a
road/ race camshaft, modified cylinder head with larger valves with double valve springs and two 40
inch Side-draft Weber carburettors fitted .This required extensive modification to accommodate the
Weber side draft carburettors. The completion resulted in a very potent car and a many enjoyable
kilometres were enjoyed.

In 2011 my interest shifted to the Cooper Healey which Ricky and Mark Cooper were developing.
The deposit was paid and the project for number three Cooper Healey was started by the Coopers.
What I enjoyed about the build of the car was that I could add my personal input as the car was
being developed. The finished product turned out just as I wanted the car to be. On delivery I sold
the Dart to an enthusiast in Port Elizabeth. The Cooper
Healey served me well and took me on many enjoyable
long distance tour and trips. A total of 33,000 kilometres
were clocked up in the four and a half years that I owned
the car.

The bug to have another classic car bit me again!!!. My heart was set on acquiring a Morgan Plus 8. I
wanted an original classic car and my favourite for many years was the Morgan Plus 8. With the plus
8 being a pretty rare Morgan in SA the search commenced. A 1971 model was located in
Pietermaritzburg, but the downside was that it needed a total rebuild. The Morgan was purchased in
2013 and a friend of mine, Kobus van Wyk who lives at the Vaal Dam, who also has a similar Morgan
and a range of classic cars, agreed to assist with the restoration. The car was completely stripped
down with Kobus doing l the hard work and myself sourcing all the replacement parts. In total the
project took 9 months to complete. Monthly trips were taken from Plettenberg Bay to the Vaal Dam
to assess the progress and agree the replacement parts to be sourced or repaired. The final
restoration project certainly turned out to be a fantastic looking car. However the project was not
complete, as overheating problems were experienced (A known problem of the Plus 8) and through
further research I imported an aluminium radiator along with the fitment of a high output fan.
Further improvements to the car were made and included the fitment of a rack and pinion steering
system and changing the brakes from a single to a dual braking system. The car has been very
reliable and to date I have enjoyed the 30,000km travelled.

In 2016 The Cooper Healey was sold and was replaced with a 2001 Porsche Carrera 4 (996),
purchased from Rudolph Greyvenstein. The Porsche certainly is in a different league, giving me the
best in a modern sports car - pure driving pleasure.

Over the recent years I have been very fortunate to go to three Goodwood Revival events in the UK.
If you have not been, then it definitely should be on your bucket list. To be able to get close to the
best of the sixties classic car & motorcycle racing and displays, it is just an awesome sight. It is a
three day event and you can spend one day just looking at the classics in the allocated car park!!. It is
like moving back in time where everybody dresses in the sixties clothing and all the stalls that are set
out are just amazing.

The Goodwood Revival is rated as one of the best classic car events in the world and attracts 30,000
people per day over the three days. Incorporated in my trips to the Revival I have been to several car
museums in the UK and Europe and the “Concours of Elegance” displays of the top 50 cars in the
world and held at one of the palaces in London (St James , Hampton Court etc.)

Conclusion
I have enjoyed my motor related experiences over the years and as can be seen they played
a great part in my life and no doubt will continue to do so. I have been fortunate to have
made many special friends through my involvement in classic cars and very grateful for this.
I have ended up with my two special cars and have great satisfaction and fun in driving
them.
I look forward to many more stories from our club members.
Until next time.

Peter

HAPPY BIRTHDAY - October 2020
th

4 Dennis Houseman
13th Derek Noyes-Smith
18th Norma Bowers
28th Joan Steenkamp

5th Jeanette Nisi
16th Agatha Smith
22nd Cedric Parker
30th Penny Field

7th Karin Gibson
16th Leon Stumpher
24th Tony Lyons-Lewis

Spring at the Fat Fish by Dennis Cook
The GRMC broke the long hiatus just after lock down level 2 was announced and arranged a Spring
day lunch at the popular Fat Fish in Plett on 1 September.
In order to comply with Covid regulations the restaurant was able to accommodate a maximum of
only 40 people and I am sure that they were pleased to see 25 smiling faces of those members who
enjoyed a warm, but windy, with many arriving in their classics. Locals, however, knew not to arrive
top down in the teeth of the windblown beach sand!
People were requested to dress in red and white, which are typical, cheerful, Spring colours with the
incentive of prizes for the best dressed man and woman. Most arrived appropriately dressed but a
few who had really entered into the spirit stood out. It was apparent that all were having a good
time after not having any events for so long and there was much merriment and chatter. That
everyone enjoyed their lunch outing was evidenced by another patron who, while leaving, wished us
all a “Happy New Year” because he thought that there had to be a good reason for such merriment.
The half price Fish ‘n Chips lunch special was as good
as ever as was the service and people soon got down
to the serious business of eating and drinking.
It was decided to award a prize to each of 2 couples
that were judged the best dressed. First prize of a
good bottle of Red went to Chris and Beth Rist who
looked spectacular, with Chris very dapper in a Red
and white striped jacket, red bow tie and a white
boater with a red band, while Beth wore red jacket,
red hat and white slacks. New Members Nico and
Eureka Sinden were more casually dressed, with Nico
sporting shorts whose colours faded from white to
red, a red shirt, red and white socks with red sneakers. Eureka was mostly in white with red scarf
and accents. They were awarded a bottle of sparkling wine. That shows commitment and both
couples are to be congratulated. I had thought to upstage everyone by arriving in my two-tone red
and white TR3A, but felt that this would be taking unfair advantage!

(Nico Sinden is the manager at Pezula Resort Hotel and intends to be a regular at our events with his
charming wife Eureka.

Converting my 1.8 litre MGB to use a Rover 3.5 litre V8 engine.
By Ashley Ellis
Many of our members will know Ashley who has been a regular exhibitor at the KMS over the years
and has campaigned various, beautifully prepared, racing cars in the Simola Hillclimb. I have always
been a bit in awe of the meticulous standard of Ashley’s cars and his ability to work “outside of the
box”. He has probably owned more classic cars than anyone that I know; here is his interesting story.
From 1973 to 1976 MG assembled 2500 cars using this V8 motor in their GT version. The car was
considered very successful with the only Achilles heel being the underrated standard gearbox.
Because of engine emission problems, no cars were exported to what was normally MG s biggest
market, the States. After much arguing at Leyland, management favoured development of the
more modern Triumph TR8 and so the MGB V8 was dropped.
After following Gumtree for a few months, I found the ideal car with which to do my conversion. The
car had to be a “‘rubber bumper” GT model and preferably one of the last manufactured. The later
ones had more space under the bonnet, more clearance at the front crossmember, radiators
mounted further forward, better dual system brakes and a slower ( read lighter operation) steering
rack. The car found was an ultra-clean, well looked after 1980 GT that had been owned by a MG club
member. It suited me as only minor body work was required and the upholstery was perfect.
Purchase took place in December 2019 and I took delivery of the car with many books, a full history
and a clean COR. The car was driven for a week before the original, recently overhauled engine and
gearbox were removed. Thanks to the assistance of fellow MGB V8 owners Roger Wood , Jolyon
Simpson, Chris Champion and Rover Expert, Alan Tunbridge, I managed to find all the engine bits
required on their “left over spares” shelves. The Toyota Cressida 5 speed gearbox was found in Viv
James spares dept. All machining was expertly done by Warren Lotter of Stealth. The flywheel was
lightened and all parts balanced. A new radiator was made up 100 mm deeper and with an extra
row of tubes. I assembled the engine and installation
started with a new propshaft and gearbox crossmember.
A major headache was obtaining clearance between the
starter and steering column. This was eventually rectified

by using a Range Rover starter motor mounted upside down with the mounting lugs cut off and
rewelded in a new position. After being messed around by a Joburg specialist on supplying a suitable
bellhousing to adapt the V8 to a Cressida gearbox, I decided to make my own. This was a major
challenge and after throwing away a few ideas (and parts) settled on modifying a V8 bellhousing
from an automatic Rover P6.
By the start of lockdown the car was up and running but there were a few disappointing areas. I
suspect that the clutch assembly I had used might have been out of some Land Rover or similar
vehicle as in this application, the pedal action was far too heavy. As I did not want my wife Maggie
to think I had “mechanically” excluded her from using the car, I set about trying to lighten the action.
I could not face removing the carefully installed engine so I tried to improve things by changing the
ratio of master to slave cylinder hydraulics and altering the operating fork length. Even the clutch
pedal pivot / ratio was changed but to no avail. Eventually I resorted to fitting a remote vacuum
brake booster unit plumbed into the clutch hydraulic system ………… After slight adjustment, the
clutch is now as light as Maggie’s polo and totally predictable in its operation.
With a small potentiometer I have calibrated the rev counter to read 8 cylinders. I will probably
eventually fit a GPS driven speedometer but at this stage I am using a magnetic impulse bicycle
speedo driven off the front wheel ……. highly accurate on speed and distance but with a major
drawback in that it stops working at 100 kph!
Another problem is the original 3.9: 1 diff ratio which is totally incorrect for this engine with first
gear unusable. My daughter in England has already obtained a 3.07: 1 crown wheel and pinion for
me and she will bring it out as soon as travel restrictions are lifted.
As the rubber bumpered GT was aimed at the American market, the whole car sat too high. The
suspension has been lowered 30 mm with the spring rates remaining original. Minilite replica
wheels have been fitted. The original, untouched, 50-year-old SU fuel pump is still fitted. Although
the SU is still working well, I have fitted a backup fuel pump. The pumps are controlled by a hidden
switch that also acts as an immobiliser.
I have changed the points distributor to electronic by making my own 8 cylinder shutter system.
There are two hall sensors in the distributor giving me a total back up, (…….. Belt and braces again, I
guess.) The hall sensor will fire the standard ignition coil via a Bosch ignition amplifier.
Components are sourced from VW Golf / Jetta. The exhaust system is my own creation. I can’t bend
pipe but I can cut and weld …. (not the prettiest but who can see it?) It does sound good.
To make my entry and exit easier, a smaller Momo steering wheel has been fitted. For ease of
maintenance, the battery has been moved into the boot. Numerous other small improvements like
fitting head light relays to improve lights, removing a 10 litre dent from the fuel tank, repositioning
the interior rear view mirror, etc, have helped to make this a very practical classic.

After years of modifying classic cars for the track, I am
often asked, “Are you going to race it?” The answer is a
definite NO. You cannot have one car that serves both
purposes. This car is functional, comfortable, safe and

the smooth, abundant torque of the motor makes the car a very easy and pleasurable to drive. The
power is at least 70% more than the 1.8 litre, top speed some 30 MPH higher. I have seen figures in
various road tests indicating fuel consumption nearly identical to the 1.8 litre car.
Another question is, “Have you uprated the brakes?” Bearing in mind that the weight of the
aluminium V8 engine is 40 LBS less than the 1.8 litre, up to 100 MPH you might well need less
brakes! I will sometime look into this issue in case somebody, other than me, wants to do 130 MPH.
To sum up, after many years of having classic cars such as Porsche , Jag , Healey, TR , Lotus and many
other brands , this MGB V8 rates as one of the best classics I have ever owned . Because they had
made as many as 523 800 MGB s over an 18 year period, they are more affordable than most classic
cars and spares are readily available. The 1980 Pininfarina designed MGB GT with the Rover V8
motor puts the performance and functionality on a par with many modern cars at a fraction of the
cost. An appreciating asset that is fun to use.

Motoring Minutia
By Dennis Cook
•

Jaguar Land Rover has revealed a way of processing aluminium waste from cool
drink cans, bottle tops, and end-of-life vehicle and recycling it for use in its cars. This
process, says Jaguar, will reduce CO2 emissions by up to 26%. Jaguar says that its
engineers will use the recycled aluminium parts and mix it with a lower amount of
primary aluminium to form the new prototype alloy. According to the automaker,
aluminium is a widely recycled material and can be melted down and reformed
repeatedly without losing quality. In the USA and EU, nearly 75% of all aluminium is
still in use today.

•

Seen on a Stag Owners Facebook page : “My friend is on the hunt to try find their
dad’s Triumph stag 3.0 v8. Reg UGO67R in yellow. He passed away and was sold
some years ago.” (Wonder how much they got for the remains?)

•

The Simola Hillclimb is back. Their website says that the 2021 Simola Hillclimb will
be the eleventh edition of what has become South Africa’s premier motorsport
lifestyle event with a growing international footprint. Dates 6-9 May 2021. The
weekend kicks off on Thursday 6 May with the Fan Fest including the Classic Car
Display and Parade in Hedge Street

•

John Myers, well known as the creator of
South Africa’s first sports car, the Protea,
passed away on 1 Sept aged 97. His
Protea story and a rich and varied
automotive career may be read on Classic
Car Africa at :
https://classiccarafrica.com/articles/backyar
d-makes-the-front-pages/.

The shape of the Protea, which came to the market a short while before the more successful
GSM Dart is quite well known to most and a good example may be found in the FMM. Less
well known is his one-off Triumph Protea racer which
was driven to its first outing at Hesketh in 1959 and
won. Triumph Sports car club President Alan Grant
has owned this car for the past 25 years and races
and maintains it himself. The Protea Triumph, based
on TR3 mechanicals, has been seen at the Knysna
Motor Show and is still in regular use.

•

Watch a true UK barn find; an incredible collection of classic abandoned cars. There
were so many rare cars at this location it really was like walking around a museum! It
is a pity that most of them are unlikely to ever return to the road. Watch the video :

https://youtu.be/O5GO6yQUp40
•

Ever wondered how China became the World's largest manufacturing hub and has
the largest Auto industry? Perhaps by creating copies of everything under the sun.
On Gravitas Plus WION's Executive Editor Palki Sharma Upadhyay takes you
through some of the most outrageous Chinese rip-offs with particular focus on the
motor industry. Watch this interesting video at
.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZNudcvdzXo

•

The quirky Mini MOKE has been given some well-earned updates and will officially
return to the UK 56 years after first gracing British roads. MOKE International Limited
who apparently own the original ‘MOKE’ trademark says : MOKE is an iconic British
brand that has always evoked feelings of fun and freedom. The Beatles, The Beach
Boys and Brigitte Bardot have all been captivated by the personality and unique
styling of these iconic cars. We’re excited to relaunch the brand into a new era and
introduce MOKE to the next generation. Starting at £20,000 (R430 000) before any
options are added, I suggest that you look after your original Moke if you own one.

Spotted at Elvis Brew, a delightful new “Padstal” next to Bargain Nursery opposite
the George airport…I did not find the owner so have unfortunately no details on
the vehicle….love the broom between the crates on the roof (no, there were no
chickens in the crates)

Next time you visit Bargain Nursery do yourself a favor and go have a coffee at
Elvis Brew, not only great cappuccinos but a delicious selection of cakes, homemade
sandwiches, biltong, venison sosaties and a host of other delectable goodies.
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